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Name: ______________________________________________________ Date: ________________________ Period: _______________
What impact did Industrialization have on American society?:

INVENTIONS

How did inventions of the Industrial Revolution impact America and change technology for today?
CONSTANT CHANGE

STEEL (1856)
Bessemer Process

TRANSATLANTIC CABLE (1858)

TELEPHONE (1876)

ASSEMBLY LINE

SKYSCRAPERS (1885)

Brooklyn Bridge

LIGHT BULB (1879)

Elevator

INVENTION THESIS (answer the question – Which invention had the biggest impact?):
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Author’s
Reader’s
AFHS
Author’s Name/Number
Name/Number _________________
_________________
Reader’s Name/Number
Name/Number _________________
_________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
AFHS Writing
Writing Rubric
Rubric
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Main Claim/Thesis: A
statement that
that asserts
asserts
statement
the writer’s
writer’s position
position on
on
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question, or topic
question, or topic

Incomplete
Incomplete
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Emerging
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Effective
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Excellent
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thesis.
thesis.
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the end
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introduction, the
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author
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Organization: Structure

__ The organization

__ The author supports
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that includes an
Organization:
Structure
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__ The author uses

__ The author utilizes an

transitions
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__
The author
uses to
move fromeffectively
sentence to
transitions
to

introductory
__
The authorparagraph
utilizes an
effectively toparagraph
introduce
introductory

GRANT ME A PATENT ACTIVITY
Instructions:
1. Pick an invention from Mrs. Holt
2. Research information about the invention
3. Create an advertisement that persuades the patent office to grant a patent to your invention
a. Use the entire back side of this paper
b. Include the name of the invention
c. Draw a good, detailed picture of the invention
d. Explain at least 3 pieces of evidence as to why this is a good invention
e. BE PERSUASIVE AND CREATIVE!!!!
4. Share your invention with the patent board for approval (next class)
a. Put together a 45-60 second pitch that you will use when presenting your invention

